MID WEST PIGEON FEDERATION
PO BOX 870
PARKES NSW 2870

MINUTES FROM MEETING HELD 6/5/12
MEETING OPENED 11.15am

PRESENT:
Terry Townsend, John South, Wayne Cantrill, Ross Brenner, Ian
Brenner, Ron Hunt, David Byrnes, Peter East, Ed Strudwick,
Bryan Crowe.

APOLOGIES:
Nil
Minutes from previous meeting were read.
Moved Parkes
Sec Cowra

TREASURER’S REPORT:
Opening balance: $3560
Money in: $140 from Cowra club
Money out: $126 auction
$158 Parkes club reimbursed cost of
incorporation
Closing balance: $3416
Moved Grenfell
Sec Parkes

CORRESPONDENCE IN:
Cheque from Bill Johnson fed fees.

CORRESPONDENCE OUT:
Nil
Moved Orange

Sec Cowra

GENERAL BUSINESS:
1. Fed young bird derby from Bourke 10 bird limit $10 per team
Fed national from Barringun 5 bird limit any age $10 per
team
Only 1 team per flyer permitted.
2. Easy places for truck to pick birds up suggested places were
Grenfell- Ian Brenner’s
CowraKeith Miller’s
ParkesBob Trim’s
DubboKen Madden’s
Trangie- Trangie pub
3. If extra room on the truck is available toss birds can be sent,
toss birds to be released at least half hour later then race birds.
Moved Cowra Sec Dubbo
Motion moved
4. If DPI suspend pigeon racing flyers be reimbursed fed fees or
part of
Moved Cowra
Sec Dubbo motion moved
5. Orange to pay $400/flyer with Ed Strudwick’s fees to be
wavered for transporting Orange and Bathurst birds to Parkes.
Moved Parkes Sec Grenfell motion moved
6. Pick up times of birds to be discussed with drivers and all clubs
to be notified of any changes.
7. Holdovers from Barringun onwards with earlier races being
changed from Saturday to Sunday, Depending on weather reports
earlier in the week.
8. Club delegates to notify Terry or John if they want there clubs
birds held up from races. With other clubs still racing for fed
points.
Moved Parkes
Sec Dubbo
motion moved
9.Transporter is made at a cost of $850 a cover still to be made
10. Fed fees must be paid by 31/5/12 or a $50 late fee implied
Moved Parkes Sec Orange motion moved
11. David Byrnes suggested holding a raffle with each member to
sell 10 tickets at a cost of $2/ ticket. Each club to supply own
raffle books.
Prizes for raffle to include 2x take home hair care packs donated
by David Byrnes.

A bag of pigeon mix donated by Terry Townsend. Honey donated
by Ian Brenner, to be drawn at Parkes single loft race on
11/08/2012.
Meeting closed at 1.15pm

